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Abstract - Suppressing the clcetromagnctic ema
nations from unintentional radiation sources is a 
growing conccnL A variety of simple radiation 
models are used by electronic circuit and systems 
designers to help them locate and evaluate potential 
sources of radiation. However, the powerful 
numerical modeling techniques that are widely used 
to analyze antenna designs, are rarely applied to 
unintentional radiation sources. :-:umerical EM 
analysis codes that work well for modeling antennas 
are not readily applied to devices that are not 
designed to radiate. The of unintentional 
radiation sources set of problems. 
This paper problems and 
illustrates them models for a video 
display terminal, Approaches to the analysis of this 
model using existing moment-method algorithms 
are investigated. Tills investigation reveals some of 
the weaknesses of the existing techniques and makes 
it clear that a new approach is needed. Although 
this approach is yet to be defined, essential features 
of such an approach and the incorporation of these 
features in a computer n-.odeung code are discussed, 

Introduction 

Unintentional sources of e!cc!romagnetic radi
ation have been the object of an increasing amount 
of concem. Many countries, including the U.S,, 
regulate the electromagnetic emissions from unin • 
tentional sources such as computers and computer 
peripherals. The trend towards faster, more sophis
ticated, but less expensive computing devices has 
made it much more difficult for computer manufac
turers to meet these requirements . using traditional 
methods. There is an increasing need for EM mod-

algorithms that can be applied to unintentional 
sources. 
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Unfortunately, most unintentional radiation 
sources are very complex, It is no! usually clear 
which parameters of the source are critical to its 
analysis. For example, a video display terminal 
may contain several high-frequency circuit cards, 
internal wires, and external and signal cables. 
Modeling every circuit wire using numerical 
modeling techniques is not usually practical. Exces
sive amounts of computation would be required and 
existing numerical techniques are unable to model 
!his type of highly-complex source, lt would be 
much better to eliminate those wires a.-id circuits 
that do not have a significant effect on the radiation 
prior to the application of a numerical technique. 

iVhen modeli.'1g sources that a.-e designed to 
radiate, it is relatively easy to determine which 
parameters ase important enough to be i,-icluded in 
the model. However, the radiation mechanism of 
uninteutiona! sources is not usually wel!
unders!ood. The high-frequency coupling between 
circuit; makes it difficult to determine one 
source and there are often several possible 
elements. 

Example 

Consider the video display tenninal (VDT) 
illustrated in figure L Rather than attempting to 
model all of the significant para.meters immediately, 
it is often useful to start with a simple model of a 
primary radiation mechanism, Once the behavior 
and limitations of the simple model are well under
stood, other parameters of the VDT can be included 
in the model. ill tills way, !he significance 
of these parameters can be cv;uu'"'""· 

If the VDT is small relative to a wavelength at 
the frequencies of interest, it is reasonable to expect 
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Figure L Simpie \:Vire Model of a Video Display Terminal 

[1,2j that the common-mode' currents induced on 
the attached cables are the most significant 
electromagnetic radiation source, 1be sfrnplest 
sib!e model of the VDT therefore consists of a 
and a source that puts current on the cable, Since 
only common-mode currents are being considered, 
the cable can be modeled with a solid wire, A 
source on the end of the wire supplies the current 
and an undetermined length of wire on the opposite 
side of the source models the parts of the VDT that 
are driven relative to the cable, 

Although Figure I represents a very crude 
model of a complex device, it is readily analyzed 
and can tell us many things about the 
way this device radiates, example, the current 
distribution (though not the amplitude) on the cable 
can be calculated for various cable positions, tcrmi· 
nations and frequencies. By bounds on the 
length of the wire above source (based 
on the dimensions VDT), useful information 
pertaining to the input frnpedance and possible res
onant frequencies can be obtained 12}, 

This model can be frnproved somewhat by 
modeling the source with greater detail. Compar
isons with actual measurements or experience with 
VDT testing are useful for estimating a level 
and source impedance to use in the model. 
ferrites, or shields that are designed to reduce 
common-mode currents on the cable can be added 
to the mode!. to predict their effectiveness, For 
example, a source model for a 50-ohm circuit above 
a ground plane in a VDT with a ferrite choke on 
the power cable might be modeled as shown in 
figure 2, This of model is more accurate than 
the single wire and can provide useful infor-
mation about the effect that the ground plane, 
circuit resistance and ferrite impedance have on the 
radiation from the VDT. 

Numerical Techniques 

Models such as the one in 2 consisting 
of three-dimensional circuit layouts the presence 
of nearby metal plates and cables are very useful for 
analyzing a variety of electromagnetic compatibility 
problems, Unfortunately, this type of configuration 

CROUNG PLANE: 
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Figure 2. Circuit Cable 

1 Common-mode current is the component of the cable current that flows in the same direction on 
all conductors as opposed to differential or normal-mode current which flows in opposite directions 
using different conductors in the same cable, 
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is not readily analyzed using existing numerical EM 
analysis techniques. 

A finite-e!emenl. technique would appear to be 
appropriate for modeling electrically small circuits 
and metal plates, however most uninten-
tional source models have attached 
wires (2]. For this reason, a tech-
nique is preferred. Unfortunately, a survey of 
existing moment-method algorithms did not tum up 
any readily-available codes capable of modeling this 
type of configuration. 

Two of the codes that were evaluated did 
come dose however. The ESPH code 13J deveioped 
a! Ohio State University models wires and 
conductive surfaces and can accurately calculate the 
input impedance of a source near a wire attachment. 
It does not model wire attachments near the edge of 
a plate however (prohibiting wire attachments to 
electrically small plates) and it could not analyze 
wire attachments lo opposite sides of a thin plate. 
The Numerical E!ectromagnctics Code (NEC) !41 
developed at Lawrence Livermore National Labora· 
tories models wire attachments near the edge of a 
surface and on both sides of a surface< lt does not 
however, model th.in surfaces very well and calcu
lations of the input impedance of a source near a 
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Figure 3. Wire~Grid M ode!s of an Radiation Source with a 
Metal P-late 

wire attachment point are not always accurate. 
Modifications to the NEC code were attempted in 
an effort to use this algorithm for modeling uninten
tional sources [ 5j. These modifications improved 
the detail and accuracy of the wire attachment cal-
culations at the of additional computer time 
and memory. result was a relatively inefficient 
code that accurately calculated the input iJnpedance 
of sources near a wire attachment, but could still 
not model thin surfaces. The inability of NEC to 
model thin surfaces is due in of 
the magnetic field integral which 
it uses lo solve for the currents on conductive sur
faces. This limitation can be overcome by modeling 
the suriace with smaller patches so that the length 
and width of each patch are comparable to the 
thickness of the metal plate. This 
number of patches however, and 
resource req~ired to mode! the conductive 
found in most unintentional sources is prohibitive. 

Wire Grid Modeling 

Another possible approach to the analysis of 
this type of configuration is wire-grid modeling< 
Cond=tive suifaces are often modeled a grid of 
wires, which facilitates their analysis one of 
many moment-method codes that model 
wire configurations. 

Two techniques for modeling electrically 
small, thin plates with a wire investigated. 
They are illustrated in figure technique 
(single-layer grid) the entire plate< with 
one grid< The (double-layer grid) 
uses a separate grid to each side of the plate. 

and 
tested in order to 
with model resu!ls. In general, the 
grid were capable of modeling the plate very 
well at frequencies near the reso-
nance. results were to the 
diameter of the wires in the was sur-

a critical parameter 
of electrically large or resonant sur
these electrically small plates, it was 
to choose wire diameters within the 

the algorithm and to insure that the 
wire diameters at a.'I attachment 

was on the order of the diameter of the 
wire. 
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Figure 4. Wire-Grid Analysis of :a Bent Wire: over a Metal Plate 

4-7 show the results obtained when 
single double-layer grids were used to model 
four different configurations. The source amplitude 
was ! volt and the current was measured at the base 
of the long wire just above the ground plane. 

Figure 5. Wire-Grid Analysis of a Straight Wire over a Meta! Plate 
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Details of !he measurement procedure and addi
tional results are presented in !SJ. 

The double-layer grid did a good job of mod
eling the metal plate in a variety of configurations. 
The single-layer grid worked well i..--i some configura-
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Figure 6- Wire-Grid Analysis of a Wire Bent Out Away 

lions, but did not 
attached wire was 

perform well when the 
over the plate. 

configurations. are not the ultin1ate solution, 
however. Although do a good job of modeling 

Wire grid models are a convenient and rela
tively accurate way of modeling the conductive sur
faces m a variety of unintentional source 
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the far-field effects of a meta! plate, !he fields calcu
lated near a wire grid do not the fields 
near a smooth conductive 

Figure 7. \Vire~Gri<l Analysis of a Wire Bent In Over a Metal Plate from Corner 
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very difficult to model the details of a circuit or 
component near a metal surface accurately. 

part of the 
state-ol-lh.e-:ut electronic 

make EM radiation modeling an 
development process for 
systems. 

Conclusions 

Even simple models of an unintentiDnal radi
ation source are likely to contain electrically thin 
plates with attached wires. Existing numerical EM !l l 
modeling cannot model these 
configurations models can be used 
in some cases, wire models have been 
used by the authors to analyze a variety of uninten
tional source configurations. However, the fields 
near a conductive surface are not modeled accu- [2J 
rately by wires or wire grids and thus wire models 
cw.no! be used to analyze the effect of subtle 
changes i.n a ci:rcui( s design or layout. 

A new technique is needed before numerical 
of unintentional sources can become as ! 3j 

routine as intentional source modeling. 
This new technique should be able to 
circuit card configurations with a relatively 

of detail and then analyze the entire system, 
may contain several circuit cards, shields and 

cables. One approach would. be 10 use a 14! 
hybrid For example, a finite element 
method used to analyze the cards and 
define conditions to be used in a moment 
method of the whole system. 

Radiation from unintentional sources has ! 51 
become a critical concern of electronic device man
ufacturers and developers. Stringent military and 
nonmilitary requirements are more diffi-
cult to meet as operating speeds electronic 

increase. A numerical EM modeling tech- (6j 
that could be applied to digital circuits and 

systems would find a large number of potential 
users. The availability of such a technique could 
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